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 THE CELTIC REVIEW
 OCTOBER 15, 1906

 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS

 REV. CHARLES Ml. ROBERTSON

 THE importance of a thorough and systematic investigation
 of our Gaelic dialects was urged by Professor Mackinnon in
 a paper read before the Gaelic Society of Inverness exactly
 twenty years ago. Before that time there were scattered
 remarks on dialectical peculiarities in grammars and dic-
 tionaries and other publications, and a recognition of two or,
 on the part of some authorities, of three main dialects.
 The Rev. John Forbes in his grammar tries to distinguish
 three dialects-a Northern, an Interior, and a Southern.
 Mr. James Munro, whose grammar contains not a few accurate
 observations of peculiarities and variations, distinguishes on
 occasion the mid Highlands from Ross and Sutherland, but,
 in general, classing the mid Highlands and the far north
 together, he recognises but the two divisions of North
 Highland and West Highland. Mr. Neil MacAlpine, from
 whose dictionary most of the peculiarities of Islay and mid
 Argyll dialect can be gathered, recognises in practice, if he
 does not formally state, the twofold division. The division
 into three dialects, in effect, is a division into Northern and
 Southern (or Western) Gaelic, with a further division of the
 former into two sub-dialects. The differences upon which
 the sub-division has been based are not on a par with the
 broad distinctions between Southern and Northern Gaelic.
 VOL. III. G
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 98 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 An equally good case could be made out for sub-dividing
 Southern Gaelic which has in Arran, Kintyre, and Islay Irish
 and Manx affinities not found further north. Nothing is
 gained by going beyond two divisions and stopping at three.
 The division into two main dialects is clear, familiar, and
 useful, while, as Professor Mackinnon holds in the paper
 referred to, 'On the Dialects of Scottish Gaelic':
 'The threefold divisions cannot, without considerable
 confusion, be maintained,' and again,' It would perhaps be
 as easy to distinguish thirteen dialects as three.' How many
 well-defined dialects underlie the two main divisions can

 only be determined by a systematic investigation of the
 spoken language in every district of Gaeldom. As a result
 of Professor Mackinnon's endeavours to direct attention to

 the matter by that paper and in his lectures to his students,
 something has been done during those twenty years. First
 came a paper by the Rev. Adam Gunn, M.A., on the dialects
 of the Reay country, which is a model of what such papers
 ought to be. Then the dialect of Badenoch was dealt with
 by Dr. MacBain. The Rev. John Kennedy, who was third
 in the field with a paper on Arran Gaelic, wrote of a dialect
 other than his native one, and was the first to do so. These
 papers and others on the dialects of Arran, Perthshire, Skye,
 the west of Ross-shire and Sutherland, appear in the
 Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness (vols. xv., xviii.,
 xx. et seq. Professor Mackinnon's paper is in vol. xii.).
 Mr. Gunn has a later and fuller paper on his dialect in the
 Celtic Monthly (vol. vi.). The Rev. Dr. Henderson also has
 been writing comprehensively and thoroughly on the dialects
 generally of late in the Zeitschrift fiir Celtische Philologie.
 All this work (which, it may be remarked, with the exception
 of the papers by Dr. MacBain and Mr. Kennedy, has been
 done by students trained by Professor Mackinnon) affords
 material for determining the characteristics and limits, to
 some extent at least, of the local dialects into which our
 Gaelic divides itself. The vowels claim attention first and
 show the most far-reaching peculiarities.
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 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS 99

 SHORT VOWELS BEFORE LONG LIQUIDS

 Of all the tests employed to distinguish different dialects
 of our Gaelic, none is more generally applicable, or gives more
 definite results, than the treatment of short vowels before
 long liquids. The long sounds of the liquids are important
 in this connection. In words like dall, cam, bonn, the vowel,
 though marked long by the authorities in some words of the
 kind, was not long originally and is not long now; it is the
 liquid that is long. The difference between long and short
 liquids is well shown by a comparison of their pronunciation in
 the above words and in the corresponding forms dallag, camas,
 bonnadh. The difference indeed needs but to be pointed
 out, to be recognised in pronunciation. A long liquid can
 also be distinguished generally, though not so unerringly, by
 position. It is found only after the vowel of an accented
 syllable, and must be supported, if a syllable follows, by
 another liquid or by one of certain consonants. Long I and
 long n are usually written double, as is also long r except
 when followed by a supporting liquid or consonant. N is
 not written double before g, and is long in bantrach, some-
 times written accordingly banntrach. Long m was of old,
 but is not now, written mm. The supporting consonants that
 enable a liquid to preserve its long sound are-

 for m : b, p, for n: d, t, s, g,
 for 1: d, t, s, for r: d, s.

 The supporting liquids and consonants are important, as will
 appear further on, in connection with the addition of syllables
 to the words. When in the course of grammatical change or
 of word-formation a syllable is added to a word containing a
 long liquid, the long liquid becomes short unless supported
 by one of those liquids or consonants in the original word,
 or in the extended form, as Gall, Gallach, (ll shortened) but
 Gallda (ll long).
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 100 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 The simplest forms of words containing short vowels and
 long liquids are such as-

 call, cam, bann, barr, poll, com, bonn, corr, null, cum,
 lunn, curr, fill, im, binn.

 Examples with the liquid supported by another liquid are-
 ann1an, dorn, burn, urlar,

 or by another consonant-
 lombair, umpa, impidh, Gallda, allt, fallsa, drannd, sunnd,
 binndich, sannt, connsaich, long, bard, ordag.

 The broad vowels may be preceded by slender vowels-
 e before a and o, i before u-representing a y sound in
 pronunciation, and may be followed by i, if required, before
 rd and rn, as-

 bealltuinn, dream, teanndadh, cearr, ceard, cearn, eorna,
 ciurr; cairdean, uird, cuirn, feaird, smeoirn, ciuirteakh.

 E in the few cases in which it occurs before long liquids is
 written ei, as steill, creim, beinn. Other types of words with
 short vowels before long liquids such as caill, druim, cainnt,
 fionn, etc., are not affected by the changes to be noticed.

 The changes to which the vowels are liable in the positions
 in question are two in number. In other words a short vowel
 followed by a long liquid may be dealt with in one or other
 of three ways in Scottish Gaelic; it may be left unchanged,
 it may be lengthened, or it may be diphthongised. In this as
 in other cases the area of the fewest changes is the extreme
 south, and that in which the greatest number of changes is
 found is the far north mainland.

 VOWELS UNALTERED

 The vowels are unchanged before 1, n, and m, in Argyll-
 shire south of Lorne, in Arran, and in east Perthshire. All,
 except a and o before 1 and n, remain unchanged before the
 same three liquids as far north as Loch Linnhe and the
 Inverness county march. With the additional exception
 of a and o before m, they are unchanged as far north as the
 Ross-shire border; in other words u, e, and i are unchanged
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 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS 101

 before 1, n, and m in the whole of Gaeldom with the exception
 of the mainland of Ross-shire and Sutherlandshire.

 The vowels sometimes remain unaltered before r with

 another liquid. In Strathspey and east Perthshire for
 example, they are short in words with rn-carn, dorn, burn,
 cuirn, etc., with the exception of' ebrna.'

 VOWELS LENGTHENED

 The broad vowels (a, o, u,) have been lengthened before
 long r in Gaelic generally both south and north. In such
 words as barr, ard, earn, ceard, corr, ord, dorn, curr, durd,
 burn, ciurr, the vowels were short in the old language but
 are now sounded long, from Arran in the south to Sutherland
 in the north, and are often marked long in writing, barr, chrn,
 cehrd, citrr, etc. Partial exceptions are Strathspey and east
 Perthshire, where, as already noted, the vowels are not
 usually lengthened before rn, and Badenoch and Rannoch,
 where a and o bef9re rn and rd are dealt with otherwise.

 The greatest development of lengthening is found in the
 mainland of Ross-shire and in Sutherlandshire. In those two

 districts u has been made long before all the long liquids.
 Moll, 'chaff,' for example, takes u there (as it does in east
 Perthshire also) in place of o and makes the vowel long
 'mtill.' In like manner, null, cum, lunn are pronounced respect-
 ively, 'null,' 'echm,' 'lhnn,' and so with sunnd, cunnt, unnsa,
 ung, etc. The slender vowels also have undergone the like
 change there. Fill is pronounced 'fill,' im, 'Im,' cinn, ' cnn,'
 and so on. Im (butter) is of course often written 'im' by
 the authorities, but is never pronounced so except in the far
 north, just as am (time), cam, crom, etc., are often written ' Im,'
 ' cam,' ' crbm,' respectively. In the case of e the lengthening
 is accompanied by a change of the vowel to i; beinn, seinn,
 teinn, respectively, are ' binn,' 'shinn,' ' tinn'; steill (peg) is
 'still,' and creim (nibble) ' crim.' In some cases the vowel
 remains short; teinntean is sometimes tinntean but not
 tinntean. In other cases the vowel is undecided, sometimes
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 102 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 short and sometimes long, but in the great majority of cases
 the lengthening of the vowel is firmly established.

 VOWELS DIPHTHIONGISED

 Diphthongisation before long liquids is confined to a and o,
 and consists in the introduction of a u sound like that of u

 in the English words 'foul,' 'hound,' or of w in the English
 'howl,' 'town,' between the vowel and the liquid. The sound
 of the whole diphthong in words like poll, bonn, com, is that
 of ou or ow in those English words. In words like ball, bann,
 cam, the diphthong has an a sound instead of the o sound before
 the u and so resembles au in German 'haus.' Such diphthong-
 isation does not exist in the extreme south or in east Perthshire.
 It is found before I and n in Lorne and west Perthshire. It

 extends to m when we cross into Inverness-shire and the part
 of Argyllshire beyond Loch Linnhe, and prevails before the
 three liquids throughout the rest of Gaeldom northwards.

 When the vowel is preceded by e, the pronunciation varies
 somewhat. The regular diphthong, preceded by a y sound of
 course, prevails in Badenoch and Strathspey, as meall,
 'myaull,' ceann, 'cyaunn.' Geall, seall, steall have there as
 usual eo for ea, gyoull, etc. In Skye ea is retained in the
 words 'gyaull' etc., while meall (lump) and meall (deceive)
 have short ao in place of a in the diphthong. In Rannoch,
 Skye, and west Ross-shire before nn a diphthong consisting of
 the Gaelic sounds of e and u is heard, as beann, 'beunn,'
 ceann, 'ceunn,' etc. In Rannoch and Ross meall likewise
 is 'meull.' In Sutherland meall ('myull' with u nasal)
 seems to follow leann, 'lyunn,' and seann, 'shunn,' as those
 words are pronounced there and in Ross and Strathspey.
 Other Sutherland pronunciations are gyaull, shaull, cyaunn,
 glyaunn, greunn (for greann). Diphthongisation is heard in
 that county once before a short liquid, with o for a also, in
 the word dealt (dew) 'djoult.'

 In Glenlyon, Rannoch, and Badenoch diphthongisation is
 heard occasionally before rd and even rt with or without an
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 intervening small vowel, as in ard, 'aurd,' ord, 'ourd,' ort,
 'ourt,' goirt, 'gou'rt,' cairdean, ' cau'rdean.' In Rannoch it
 occurs also in words like earn, 'caurn,' dorn, 'dourn'; in
 words like bearn, cearn, in which the a sound is changed to o,
 ' byourn,' ' cyourn'; in words like ceard, feaird, feart,
 and the name of the county town Peairt,' Pyau'rt.'

 Both those vowel changes depend vitally upon the length
 of the liquids. The liability of the long liquids to shortening
 when unsupported has been referred to already. Such short-
 ening, whenever it takes place, undoes the change, if any,
 undergone by the vowel. The lengthened vowel of ard con-
 tinues long in ardan, and that of cbrr in cbrlach or cbrrlach,
 but that of barr is shortened in barrach, and that of tbrr in
 torran. So in the north mill is 'mill,' and milltear, 'milltear,'
 but millidh is not 'mlllidh,' and while seinn is 'shinn,' seinnidh
 is not ' sinnidh,' but 'sinnidh.' Again, beann is 'byaunn' or
 'beunn,' and beanntan, 'byaunntan' or 'beunntan,' but
 though cam is 'caum,' caman is not 'cauman,' nor camas
 'caumas,' and though Gall is 'Gaull' and Gallda 'Gaullda,
 Gallach is not ' Gaullach.'

 A long liquid is thus found mostly in monosyllables. If
 the word comes, through grammatical inflection or word-
 formation, to have more than one syllable, the long liquid
 becomes short except when it is followed either in the original
 word or in the extended form, by a supporting liquid or con-
 sonant, and, when the liquid becomes short, the preceding
 vowel, if it has been either lengthened or diphthongised,
 reverts to its original short undiphthongised form.

 This u after a and o, besides being of less frequent occur-
 rence near the southern borders of its area than it is farther

 north, seems also to be less distinct and pronounced, or less
 fully developed. It is, however, of old standing. The Dean
 of Lismore has it before 1 and n as dawle for dall, Cown for
 Conn, just as in west Perth and Lorne at the present day.

 The treatment of those vowels in like positions in Manx
 and in Irish is to some extent analogous. In Munster a and
 o are lengthened before long r and diphthongised before other
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 long liquids. Even u is stated to be diphthongised into au
 sometimes, but all the examples given, with one doubtful
 exception, are borrowed words, and therefore liable to eccen-
 tricity. I is lengthened in sinn, 'we,' linn, 'with us'; in other
 cases before long nasals it has the diphthongal sound of the
 English pronoun I (' Ai '), and before long I it has the diph-
 thongal sound of the same pronoun as pronounced by an
 Irishman (' Oi'). The addition of a syllable has in like cir-
 cumstances the same effect or non-effect as in Scottish Gaelic.
 Southern Irish thus resembles northern Gaelic and northern
 Irish resembles southern Gaelic.

 Manx Gaelic corresponds, as regards this diphthongisation,
 not to the dialects of Irish and of Scottish Gaelic that are

 nearer to it, but to those that are more remote from it. It
 has, besides, apparently a further development. 'Thus,' says
 Professor Rhys, '"tromm," now written "trome," heavy, is
 pronounced in a way which sometimes strikes one as being
 " troum," and sometimes " trobm " or " trubm," with a sort of
 precarious b; and similarly with other words, such as
 " kione," head, which becomes " kioun" or "kiodn," and
 "Ihong," a ship, which becomes "logng" or "lugng."' The
 change has been extended in Manx, it appears, to words in
 which the nasal consonant was short but was preceded by a
 long vowel, and is not found, apparently, before 1 or r.

 In old Cornish, by a development similar to that found in
 Manx words like 'camm,' crooked, and 'gwyn,' white-our
 fionn-became respectively 'cabm' and 'gwydn.'

 The strength of the tendency to diphthongise in such
 words as have been considered above is such as to influence

 the pronunciation of English in certain cases. The Irishman
 calls bold,' bould,' cold, 'could,' hold, 'hould,' and so on. Here,
 as so often happens, extremes meet. The Caithness man also
 says' bould,' ' could'' hould,' and he owes the tendency to do
 so to Gaelic influence. The same sounds may be heard
 occasionally in Sutherland also, but they have been acquired,
 probably, by those who use them, in the neighbouring
 county.
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 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS 105

 LONG NARROW VOWELS

 The long vowels t (eu, etc.), and i (io), in certain cases in
 which they are retained in the south, are diphthongised in
 the north. The resulting diphthongs are alike from both
 vowels, as beul ' bial,' deug 'diaog,' dion 'dian,' fior' fiaor.'

 eu, Ba, Bi, e.

 'The crucial distinction,' says Dr. MacBain in his Gaelic
 Dictionary (p. xviii.) in reference to the two main dialects
 'consists in the different way in which the dialects deal with
 e' derived from compensatory lengthening; in the south it is
 eu, in the north ia (e.g., feur against fiar, breug against
 briag, etc.).' He has pointed out elsewhere as another
 characteristic of the words in which this change is found, that
 their original stems ended in o or a. There are exceptions
 drawn in perhaps by the influence of analogy. Compensatory
 lengthening of a vowel takes place when the first of two or
 more following consonants, of which one must be a liquid, is
 lost. Ceud hundred, for example, has lost the n seen in
 Welsh cant, Cornish cans, Breton kant, Latin centum, English
 hund-red, and to compensate for this loss the vowel, which
 was short originally, extended itself into the blank thus left,
 and so became long in the Gaelic form of the word. The
 process is not unknown in the modern language. Words like
 annrath, innleachd, innseadh show loss of nn or assimilation
 of the nasal to the following consonant, and consequent com-
 pensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel in the spoken
 forms 'a rath,' 'lleachd,' ' iseadh.' Compare also sbise, 'a
 bolide' (MacAlpine), for soillse. In some instances it is an
 original ei, which appears normally in Old Irish and in Gaelic
 as Bi in some instances and as ia in others, that has diverged
 in the two Scottish dialects and is heard as e in the south

 and as ia in the north, as in mbith, reub, sgreuch.
 The vowel that changes to ia in the north is usually

 written eu, but it occurs also as da, Bi, and e. In southern
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 pronunciation, it generally has the sound that is called
 open e and that resembles, except that it is long, that
 of e in English 'let,' 'set.' The close sound, &, like that
 of e in English 'whey,' or that of a in English 'fate,' occurs
 occasionally in words that have ia in the north, but in general
 is confined to those words in which diphthongisation is not
 found, as beum, ceum, treun, beud, beus, etc. In contact
 with nasals, diphthongisation is found as a rule only in those
 instances in which the vowel is nasalised in the south, e.g. in
 eun, meur, but not in beum, treun. Of the words that have
 ia in the north, the following are found with J in the
 south-

 Ceudna ' c6unna,' 'f6irseag' (for feursann), geur, reust-
 ladh (for reusladh), sleuchd, in Arran.

 Deug, feun, geug, leubh, in Arran and Islay.
 Feudail, gleus, reul, in Arran, Islay, and Perth.
 Peur (a pear), in Arran, Islay, and Glenlyon, eud in Arran

 and East Perth, Seumas, in Arran and Glenlyon.
 Sgeun (' sg6an') and deabh, in Islay, geuban, in Islay and

 Perth.

 C6ud (first) and ceud (hundred), in Mid-Argyll.
 Cr6adhach (cre), in Perth.
 In Strathspey and in Sutherlandshire there are fewer

 instances of e' than in Arran. The only words showing the
 change to ia, that are not known to have e, in place of J,
 in some district or other, are ceud, ceudna, deug, feudail,
 feun, geuban, peurtag, reul, reusail, and reusan, and of that
 small number three are borrowed words, while the diphthongi-
 sation of at least two others, feudail and reul, is local and ex-

 ceptional. The association of the change to ia with the open
 sound t is thus very close. The tendency, apparently, when
 the vowel happens to be left undiphthongised in the north,
 is to sound it e', and further the vowel is apt in such cases to
 be I also in Arran and Islay, but e in Perth, Strathspey and
 Sutherland. Beurla, e.g. is b6urla in Arran, Islay, North
 Argyll, part of Skye, North Inverness and West Ross, but
 bburla in Perth and Sutherland, and geug is g6ug in Arran,
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 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS 107

 Islay, part of Skye, and Lewis, but gbug in Perth, Strathspey
 and Sutherland.

 The vowels that are subject to diphthongisation are
 arranged in the following groups to show the occurrence of
 the change in the southern dialect, in Arran, Islay and
 Perthshire, and in the northern dialect in the following
 districts in order, North Argyll (Appin and Sunart), Skye
 (Sleat), North Inverness-shire (the Aird, south and east of
 Beauly), West Ross-shire, and Lewis. The pronunciation
 given in MacAlpine's Dictionary is, in general, that of his
 native island and is that given here under the name Islay.
 The absence of a word from the list for any particular district
 does not in all cases imply non-diphthongisation of the vowel
 in that district; it may mean that there is some other altera-
 tion on the word or that the attempt to ascertain its pro-
 nunciation has not been attended with success. Smeuraich,
 for example, is smebraich in Sutherland and in Lewis. Feusgan
 'mussel,' fb 'a calm,' and muir-tbachd 'jelly-fish,' (II. iii.
 sub), are not in Dr. Henderson's list for the Aird and were
 unfamiliar as Aird words to an aged farmer from the district.
 Cb (cream) is unknown in several districts, uachdar or barr
 being used instead, and smeur (bramble) is unfamiliar in
 Lewis. Geug (branch) no doubt owes its non-diphthongisa-
 tion in parts of the northern Hebrides to its disuse during a
 treeless period and a subsequent adoption of it from litera-
 ture. In West Ross-shire 'giag' was not disused, but was
 degraded during the treeless period, and now means, in part
 at least of the district, a stalk of heather, while a branch
 of a tree is called meur (' miar ').

 Southern Dialect :-

 I. Ceud (hundred), ceud (first), Di-ceudaoin, ceutach,
 ceutadh (sense, impression), ceudna, deug, brbagh.

 North Argyll et seq.:--

 II. i. Beul, breug, deuchainn, deur, dreuchd, eudach
 (jealousy), eulaidh (stalk game, etc.), eun, feuch, feur, feusag,
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 freumh, geuban (' ciaban' in Skye and onwards), geur, greu-
 saich, leugach (clammy, etc., leug, leugaire), leus (torch, etc.),
 meud or meudachd, cia meud, meur, neul, reub, seud (hero),
 seun, breac-sheunain, sgeul, sgreuch, crh (clay), dban, Basgaidh,
 gbadh, 1Zad, mbanan, s6 (six), sglhata, tharuinn.

 North Argyll et seq. except Lewis:-

 II. ii. Beuc, ceus (ham, coarse part of fleece), geug,
 reusail (ill-use), smeur (bramble), smeuraich (grope), speuc,
 seap.

 North Argyll et seq. except North Inverness:-

 II. iii. Feusgan, f6 (calm), klana or klanag, reap (a
 slattern, reapach, adj., r6apail, verb), muir-teachd.

 Skye et seq. :--

 III. Loch-bhlbin or dubh-chlkin (flank, loin), sgeun
 (fright), smeur or smihr (to smear), mbith, s6amarlan.

 North Inverness et seq. :-

 IV. Feursann (warble), speuclan (spectacles), teuchdaidh
 (viscid, etc., 'tiachaidh,' North Inverness).

 North Inverness, etc. :~

 V. i. Feunaidh (peat-cart, from feun), peurtag (partridge),
 cb (cream).

 V. ii. Peuras (a pear), seum or seumaich (enjoin, etc.),
 Seumas (James), leubh (read), clach-nearaidh (grindstone),
 treasg (shrivel).

 V. iii. Sleuchd, nbarachd.

 Various :-

 VI. i. Beurla, eud, m'fheudail, cal-feurain (cives), gleus,
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 SCOTTISH GAELIC DIALECTS 109

 (trim, etc.), spleuc (stare), teuchdadh (parching), lbabag,
 piata, trban-ri-trban.

 VI. ii. Earlais (arles), reusan (reason).

 Group I. contains words that are diphthongised in the
 South; all have ia (or iao) in Perthshire, all but the last
 in Islay, and all but the three last in Arran. MacAlpine
 gives 'a ch6ud' or 'a chiad.' The diphthong is ia in all the
 instances in Arran, and in Glenlyon in Perthshire; in East
 Perthshire and in the North generally in those words, with
 the exception of bragh, it is iao, i.e. the second constituent
 of the diphthong is not a, but the Gaelic ao sound. Ceudna
 varies; 'ciaodna,' North Argyll; 'cianda,' North Inverness,
 West Ross, Sutherland; ' ciaont,' Lewis; 'ciaodainn,' East
 Perth, Strathspey; 'c6unna,' Arran; 'ciaonna,' Skye. Mac-
 Alpine gives ' cianna,' and apparently 'ceudna.'

 In addition, dreuchd, omitted by MacAlpine, has ia in
 Arran, and 6arlais and reusan, Group VI. ii., have ia the
 former in Arran and Islay, and the latter throughout Argyll
 and in West Perth ('riaosan,' in North Argyll). NBaraidh
 (V. ii.) has ia in Perthshire.

 Groups I. and II. i. have the diphthong in North Argyll,
 Skye, North Inverness, West Ross and Lewis; Group II. ii.
 in North Argyll, et seq., except Lewis, and Group II. iii. in
 North Argyll, et seq., except North Inverness. Group III.
 falls to be added to the number in Skye and onwards, and
 Group IV. in North Inverness and onwards. The words in
 V. i. ii. and iii. all have ia in North Inverness, and those in
 V. ii. in West Ross also. Trbasg in North Argyll, and
 sleuchd in Skye have ia. Nbarachd is 'niarachd' in North
 Argyll, 'miarachd' in Skye, and 'meurachd' according to
 MacAlpine (sub nbarachd) in Argyll.

 The words of VI. i. have ia as follows:

 Eud (and eudmhor, 'iadar '), cMl-feurain, spleuc, and lba-
 bag in North Argyll.
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 Spleuc, teuchdadh, labag, and trban-ri-trban ('trianaidh-
 trian') in Skye.

 Beurla (' biaorla' or ' biaolla,' so Lochbroom also), eud
 (' iad' in Barra also), m'fheudail, gleus, and teuchdadh, in
 Lewis.

 'Piata,' a puny child, North Inverness and West Ross,
 has been explained by Dr. Henderson as a by-form of
 ' peata,' English ' pet '; in Lewis ' piatan ' used affectionately
 of one craving for a drink.

 Eud in the North generally means zeal, while jealousy is
 'iadach' (in Glenlyon 'eudach ').

 Diphthongisation of the vowel 6 thus appears to be most
 prevalent in the central Highlands, and somewhat less so in
 North Argyll and Lewis. It has extended strongly into
 Rannoch, which breaks away from the rest of Perthshire in
 this respect, and is sharply distinguished from Glenlyon and
 the parish of Blair-Atholl, bounding it respectively on the
 south and east, and is in full force in Badenoch and Strath-
 dearn, its eastern limits. On the other hand, Strathspey,
 which means in local usage the part of the valley of the
 Spey below Rothiemurchus, and lies in an angle between
 Badenoch on the south-west, and Strathdearn on the north-
 west, differs from both districts, and agrees closely with the
 South. Far north Sutherlandshire also, with the exception
 perhaps of the Assynt quarter of the county, claims to stand
 with Strathspey and the south in this matter. The words
 in which ia has been found in Strathspey are:-

 Ceud, ceud, ceudna, Di-ceudaoin, deug, sgreuch, brbagh,
 s6, ceutach, seun.

 With the exception of the two last, those words are
 diphthongised in Sutherlandshire- Creich, Kildonan, and
 Strathy-and, with the following list, they exhaust the
 known instances of that vowel change in the south-east and
 in the north of that county:-

 Deuchainn, feuch, feusgan, cia meud, reul, crb.
 Beul, neul, sgeul, 'cial.'
 Ceutach and feusgan have the diphthong in Creich,
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 deuchainn and feuch in Creich and Kildonan, reul (' rialt' or
 more frequently 'rialtag') in Kildonan, and cr6 ('criaodh-
 ach') in Kildonan and Strathy. Ceutach and ceutadh
 apparently are diphthongised by some speakers and not by
 others (' cbutach' and ' cutu') in the Strathy district.

 The southern ' of beul, neul, and sgeul is changed in
 Sutherland, not into ia, but into a, so that the words would
 be written respectively, bell, neMl, and sgeMl, and are pro-
 nounced byhl, nyMl, sgyMl. Cial, brim of a vessel, is also
 changed to ceMl in Sutherland. Though this resembles in
 the result the change in Arran of br6agh, cB (cream), crb,
 g6adh, and s6, respectively into breagh (brb or brya, Mac-
 alpine), ceh, crea, geadh, sea (br'h, cyh, cr'a, gya, sha), it is no
 doubt to be compared rather with the transference in Gaelic
 generally, of the pronunciation from e to a in such words as
 geal, ' gyal,' seal, ' shal,' etc.

 A substitution of other sounds for B sometimes occurs.
 L6abag is le6bag ('ly6bag') in N. Inverness, W. Ross, Lewis,
 and Sutherland, feusag is febsag ('fybsag') in Sutherland,
 and r6apach is rebpach in N. Inverness. Teuchdaidh viscid,
 in N. Inverness tiachaidh, is teaochaidh in Creich, and
 beurla is beaorla in Strathspey, and in parts of Skye and of
 Lewis. The name for the landrail-tr6an-ri-tr6an-is traon
 in Lewis and, according to MacAlpine, in Skye; in Irish it is
 traona.

 It is not an unknown thing that a word should come to
 have two pronunciations accompanied by some differentiation
 in meaning or usage. In N. Argyll, Skye, N. Inverness,
 W. Ross, and Lewis, seud, when it means jewel, is 's6ud,'
 but when it means hero it is 'siad.' The word is everywhere
 in those districts familiar in the latter sense. As 'sdud,'
 jewel, it is not at all so frequently used, and may have been
 adopted from literature. Meud is undiphthongised through-
 out Sutherland, except in the phrase 'co miad' (how much).
 The phrase is 'ce mlod' in Skye and Lewis, while the word
 otherwise is both ' mlod' and ' miad' in Lewis, and 'miadachd'
 in Skye, and also in N. Argyll. MacAlpine gives 'm6ud' and
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 'miod.' The undiphthongised form of deug is kept in Perth,
 Strathspey, W. Ross, and Lewis in 'da uair dh6ug,' often
 preceded by the article and compressed 'an da'r '6ug' (the
 twelve o'clock); in Sutherland 'an da'r 'iaog.' In Irish
 'dareug' means twelve persons.

 Similar diphthongisation is found in Munster in such
 words as ceud, deug, eun, feuch, feur, and also in words in
 which it is unknown among us, as breun, eug, treun, and even
 eudochas, eudtrom (light), eugc6ir (injustice), eugmhais
 (want), and others. To Scottish Gaels the diphthongisation
 of eucoir and eugmhais, not to speak of eudochas or aotrom
 (for eutrom), seems a sheer impossibility, and yet it is found
 with us in the word Basgaidh, i.e. eu-sgith, of exactly similar
 formation.

 1o

 Long i (Qo), which normally represents an original long e
 in Gaelic and the other Celtic tongues, as flor (true), vdro-,
 Latin, v6rus, is diphthongised generally, except in the South,
 in such words as-

 Diomhain, diomhair, gniomh, snlomh, crion, dion, flon,
 lion, slon, mlos, nlos, diol, slol, flor, silor, slorruidh, cloch,
 crioch, dlosg, grhosach, losal, slos, etc.

 In Arran, Kintyre, and Islay, to in these and other words
 has the sound simply of Gaelic i (that is, the sound of e in
 English 'me,'' be'), with nasalisation when in contact with
 m or n. In North Argyll it is the same except that ia occurs
 in one or two instances (as diomhain, sniomh), and that in
 some of the words with n, 1, or r following-lion, spion, slol,
 flor-a slight ao sound may be noticed between the long i
 and the liquid.

 In East Perthshire, in Badenoch and Strathspey, and in
 Sutherlandshire, lo is sounded ia nasal in the words in which
 it is flanked by m or n, and iao in other cases. In a few
 instances-sioman, crion (little), lion (flax), lion (fill), diosg,
 griosach, slos, Strathspey retains the long i, and shows again
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 its tendency, though differing in this instance from East
 Perthshire, to conform to Southern Gaelic.

 In West Ross-shire and in Skye the words in question,
 with scarcely an exception, have iao, and in contact with m
 or n, as ao cannot be nasalised, only i of the diphthong is
 nasal.

 SgIos, because it is for 'sgitheas,' has z generally, but in
 Sutherland it is sgiaos. Iobairt and iodhal also have iao in
 the same county, 'iaobairt,' ' iaowalt.' The latter is 'iaodhal'
 in Skye. The borrowed word tim, 'time,' in Sutherland has
 become, not tim, as might be expected on the analogy of
 im, etc., but tiam, as though the word were tiom, and fol-
 lowed the analogy of sloman, etc. Fein, self, which is 'fhln'
 with the first personal pronouns in the Northern Dialect
 generally-' Thu fhdin 's mi fhin,' (never in the North 'mi
 fhdin ')-is fh6in (0 nasal) in the north of Sutherland except
 Strathy, and fhian in Strathy and the south-east of the
 county, with first personal pronouns, but with the other
 persons fhdin (6 not nasal), as in the rest of the Highlands.
 Fhian might be a diphthongisation of fhln, as though it
 were fhlon, like crion, lion, but is perhaps more likely
 to have come from the local fhbin on the analogy of eun,
 dban.

 (To be continued.)

 VOL. III. H
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